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HERE ARE MY PLANS FOR MY FIRST DAY OUT OF QUAR-
ANTINE :)

I’m not sure why I’m sharing this because I know that no one asked; perhaps because 
I’m fresh out of content ideas per usual, but who knows for sure lol certainly not me! 
Here are my plans for my first day out of quarantine, assuming I am still in my home-
town. Disclaimer: I do not acutally use or condone the use of drugs ;)

7:00 AM: Wake up and ~exercise~ maybe join a workout class when social distancing 
isn’t enforced anymore? Who knows!

8:00 AM: Take the quickest shower ever so I can go back outside to continue my day

8:01 AM: Put on an outfit I’ve been planning for literal months

8:03 AM: Meet my friends and order avocado toast and a large iced Americano from 
my favorite cafe in town. We gonna SIT down and TAKE OUR TIME.

10:00 AM: Pop 20 mg of adderall and go shopping (locally!) <3

11:00 AM: Stop for a second meal of the day

12:00 PM: Continue shopping.

1:00 PM: Eat another meal out because I will never take that sh*t for granted again.

2:00 PM: Go back out shopping and hug my homies extra tight.

6:00 PM: Feast in preparation for a night on da town XO

7:00 PM: Pregame & get ready for the night, together with my friends

10:00 PM: Pop a molly and celebrate my 21st birthday which is on May 13th this year, 
don’t forget ;) when I’m turning 29 in 2028 and lockdown is finally lifted

4:00 AM the next day until 4:00 PM that same day: Sit at a 24-hour diner and eat.

-Writing this made me emo, but my thoughts are with all of those who are still working, 
working in the medical field, struggling to pay for rent, food, etc., struggling in their 
home life, and those that are encarcerated. Sending positive vibes to anyone that needs 
it tbh. U are loved. -Charlie Schweiger, Junior Editor
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QUESTIONS I’VE THOUGHT ABOUT DURING QUARANTINE

-Will I hug my friends more often?

-Will I go back to flaking on plans?

-Will I go back to weighing myself every morning like I did before isola-
tion?

-Will I eventually go back to taking my life for granted like I did before 
quarantine?

-Will I remember this feeling of discomfort and anxiety?

-Will I tell my kids about this feeling?

-Will my eating disorders come back?

-Will I wear sweatpants outside of the house again?

-Will I be grateful to go to the grocery store without wearing a mask?

-Will I ever be able to touch a door handle again without instantaneously 
thinking about sanitizing my hands?

-Will I still want to self-medicate by myself after quarantine?

-Will I still be unmotivated to complete schoolwork after quarantine?

-Will I still hear news about people doing good deeds after quarantine?

-Will I actively seek physical contact?

-Will I still cook at home after quarantine?

-Will I follow through with the travel plans I’ve made provisionally dur-
ing quarantine?

-Will there be jobs when I graduate?

-Will there be a surge in babies born nine months after quarantine is lift-
ed?
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